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INTRODUCTION 

 AGI Greenpac is formerly known as HSIL Ltd. 

 It was established in 1981 with an opulent 

manufacturing legacy of packaging products business 

having a core value of excellence arise in Telangana- 

Hyderabad. 

 AGI Greenpac is one of the leading glass 

manufacturers in the country and the largest glass 

manufacturer in the South catering to almost 75% of 

region's demand. It accounts for 20% of total glass 

production of the country. 

 It supplies glass containers in the south Indian region to 

marquee institutional investors like Coca-Cola, Pepsi, 

Carlsberg, Himalaya, Dabur, Heinz, Sun Pharma, 

Bacardi, Glenmark, GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, Nestle, 

Parle, HUL, etc. 

 It is engaged in the production of various 

packaging products including glass containers, 

speciality glass, polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 

bottles & products, and security caps & closures. 

With excellence in manufacturing glass products 

and 40+ years of experience as India's leading 

glass container manufacturer. 
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HISTORY 

 The Company was incorporated as Hindustan 

Twyfords Ltd. in 1960 by the Somany family 

(promoter group) and later expanded to glass bottles 

and containers manufacturing in 1972 by the 

acquisition of Associated Glass Industries Ltd. (AGI)  

 The Company changed its name to Hindustan 

Sanitaryware & Industries Limited in 1969 and had 

since been popularly known as ‘HSIL’.  

 In March 2009, the company name changed to HSIL 

Limited. HSIL is engaged in the business of 

manufacturing, selling and trading of Building 

products and Packaging products.  

 It demerged its Consumer products and Retail business 

into a new company namely Somany Home 

Innovations Limited (NSE:SHIL) 

 Indian packaging company HSIL Limited has changed 

its name to AGI Greenpac. The name change is a part 

of the company's transformational journey and with the 

completion of the divestment of the Building Products 

Division in March 2022, the company has become a 

focused packaging player. 
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INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 

 The Indian container glass market is expected to 

register a CAGR of 6.78% during the forecast period 

of 2022-2027. The glass container's higher content of 

water-insoluble oxides imparts slightly higher 

chemical durability against water, which is required to 

store beverages and food. Low per capita container 

glass consumption in India provides tremendous 

growth opportunities. 

 The increased alcohol consumption in India has 

contributed to the significant increase in the growth 

rate of the container glass market in India. The 

container glass has the most abundant adoption in the 

Liquor industry, and thus, the growth rate of the 

Liquor industry directly impacts the glass container 

market in India. 

 The ban on plastic in regions like India and other 

countries has also contributed significantly to the 

container. Due to glass containers being a direct 

substitute for plastic containers, the ban on plastics 

has made the industries see glass as the primary 

replacement as the emerging packaging material. 
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 AGI Greenpac 

is the second-

largest glass 

container 

company in 

India and 

account for 

around 20% 

market share of 

India’s 

organised glass 

packaging 

industry 

 The major 

revenue of the 

company 

comes from 

Alcoholic 

Beverages 

glass container. 
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 AGI glaspac established in the year 1972, is 

engaged in the manufacture of high-quality glass 

containers to meet the stringent and demanding 

quality standards for the packaging needs of 

Food, Pharmaceuticals, Soft Drinks, Spirits, 

Beer, Wine, Cosmetics and other industries. 

 With Hyderabad and Bhongir facilities put 

together, AGI melts 1600+ tonnes of glass per 

day. 

 AGI has played pivotal role in the development 

of glass containers for many critical packaging 

applications. Over the many years of operations, 

the Company has built up an excellent reputation 

in terms of providing excellent quality products 

and caters to a large and demanding customer 

base with a product range covering Flint, Amber 

and Green containers.  

 With four furnaces, today AGI can commit 

availability of Flint, Amber and Green glass 

throughout the year. The product range varies 

from a small 5 ml Pharma bottle to a 4000 ml 

Chemical / Food jars 
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AGI PLASTEK 

 AGI plastek Formerly know as Garden Polymers 
acquired by AGI greenpac Ltd in August 2011, it is 
now part of Packing Product Division of AGI greenpac 
Ltd. 

 AGI Plastek is the leading supplier of PET bottles to 
the Health Care Industry in India. Almost every major 
player in Pharma uses PET bottles manufactured by 
AGI Plastek. In addition, Garden Polymers is the major 
supplier of PET bottles to the personal care and Alco-
beverage industry. 

 The global PET bottle market reached a value of 
US$39.7 billion in 2021. IMARC Group expects the 
market to reach US$ 52 billion by 2027, showing a 
CAGR of 4.46% during 2022-2027. 

 The PET bottle market is fragmented, and several 
players occupy the market share. PET is used for 
encasing products such as beverages, food, and others. 
They weigh lesser than alternate forms of packaging 
material and are preferred across various end-user 
industries for reduced transportation emissions and 
resources in the supply chain.  

 However, stringent government regulations and 
policies on the use of plastics are hindering the single 
use PET bottle market growth. 
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TO BUILD A FOCUSED PACKAGING 

COMPANY, AGI GREENPAC SOLD ITS 

BUILDING PRODUCTS DIVISION 

 During the year, AGI Greenpac through a 

slump sale sold its Building Products 

manufacturing business undertaking to 

Hindware Limited (erstwhile Brilloca 

Limited) for a total consideration of 630 

crore (subject to closing date adjustments).  

 Now, AGI Greenpac is a focused packaging 

company. Slump sale proceeds will be 

utilised towards the prepayment of existing 

borrowings which will further strengthen 

the AGI Greenpac balance sheet and create 

capital to further expand its packaging 

business. 

 100 crore Advance is received from 

Hindware limited for slump sale this year.  
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THE MARKET IN INDIA IS 

CONSOLIDATED WITH FEW PLAYERS 

HAVING A MAJOR SHARE OF THE 

MARKET.  
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GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

 Increased Liquor Consumption in India is 

Contributing Significantly to the Market 

Growth.  

 According to WHO, the alcohol consumption 

per capita (in liters of pure alcohol) in India is 

3.12 liters of pure alcohol in 2021 and is 

expected to reach 3.2 liters of pure alcohol in 

2025. 

 Moreover, ICRIER (Indian Council for 

Research on International Economic Relations) 

said over 70 percent of the growth in alcoholic 

beverage consumption in India in the next 

decade would be driven by the lower middle 

and upper middle-income groups, and there is a 

growing trend towards product premiumization. 

 This states that the demand for alcoholic 

beverages in India is growing, which will 

positively impact the demand for Indian 

container glasses. 
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 Due to the plastic ban initiatives launched by the 

Indian Government, the usage of plastic beverage 

bottles has been restricted. This has led the 

beverage industry manufacturers to search for 

alternatives, and most of them have viewed Glass 

as an ideal replacement. 

 Soft drinks are the biggest pillar on which the 

business of non-alcoholic drinks rests. Glass 

bottles retain a 35 percent share of sales for Coke 

in India. In some markets, glass bottles now make 

up 30% of beverage sales, according to Coca-Cola. 

 Moreover, it is expected that many beverages will 

use glass bottles, especially the drinks of some 

large manufacturers, which have been decorated 

with glass bottles. The main factor for the user will 

be that when glass bottles are used as packaging 

containers for juice or other drinks, there is almost 

no dissolution from container materials. Compared 

with other containers, glass bottles have good 

chemical stability and durability. All these factors 

will support growth for the market in the forecast 

timeframe. 
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KEY RISKS 
 Environmental factor: The main hindrance to the market 

growth is the higher carbon footprint Glass manufacturing 

requires a high-temperature, energy-intensive process, 

with furnace temperatures up to 1,300°C to 1,650°C and 

flames up to 2,000°C. 

 The stringent government regulations and policies on the 

use of plastics are hindering the single use PET bottle 

market growth. 

 With recent findings of plastic negative effects on the 

environment and human health, several governments have 

outlawed its usage. Many portions of the country, 

particularly the urban areas, have implemented such 

limits. 

 Difficulty in Transportation: Glass bottles were once 

widely used in India, but the introduction of plastic bottles 

and containers forced glass bottles to take a second seat. 

Plastic bottles were less expensive and did not break due 

to an accidental fall or external impact like brittle glass 

bottles. 

 COVID Impact: Due to the covid scenario, all major 

clients ran at a reduced capacity of alcohol production in 

line with Ministry of Home Affairs guidelines.  The 

reduced household income adding to the reduced demand, 

has affected the demand for container glass, majorly in the 

beverage segment. 
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 Commodity risk : The Company is exposed to the 

movement in the price of key raw material in the 

domestic and international markets. 

 Alcoholic beverages, which traditionally relied on 

glass packaging are slowly moving to PET and 

tetra packs because of convenience and 

sustainability reasons. Tetra Pack emerging as 

preferred packaging for alcohol in Karnataka. After 

states like Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and 

Maharashtra, Delhi has also started selling liquors 

in tetra packs. 

 Between FY'18 and FY'22 the share of glass has 

dropped as the market witnessed a paradigm shift 

from glass to other materials particularly metal and 

tetrapack. 

Shift in the Trend: Customer Preference is shifting 

from glass packaging to Tetra pack packaging and 

is expected to shift further in forthcoming years. 

 The market is expected to witness enhancing use of 

Tetra Pak over long term as well as it is also one of 

the fastest growing packaging segments.  
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KEY RATIOS 
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FINANCIALS 
 As of September 2022, company promoters held 60.24% 

stake in AGI GREENPAC, with no shares having been 

pledged. 

 Over the last one year, AGI GREENPAC share price has 

moved up from Rs 211.0 to Rs 319.6, registering a gain of 

108.6 or around 51.48%. 

 The Revenue growth was supported by an increase in glass 

containers packaging volume of 23% compared to Q2 

FY22. The demand from the beer and liquor industries 

contributed around 74% to revenue in this quarter.  

 The weighted average cost of debt on 31st March was 

somewhere around 5.38% and which is now at 6.33%.This 

is a mix of Rupee and forex both because even the 

effective LIBOR rate has started firming up now. And still, 

if the trajectory of the repo rate increase is still there, it 

will further increase with this because most of AGI 

Greenpac Limited rupee term loans are linked with the 

repo rate and even working capital facilities, they 

ultimately get linked to the short-term interest rates. 

 Quarterly Net Profit at Rs. 33.96 crore in September 2022 

up 11.67% from Rs. 30.41 crore in September 2021. 

 EBITDA stands at Rs. 87.39 crore in September 2022 

down 3.71% from Rs. 90.76 crore in September 2021. 
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BORROWINGS 
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Debt to Equity Ratio of AGI has grown by 10% 

compared to previous Financial year. 

Debt to Equity Ratio shows the relationship between 

the company ‘s total debt and shareholder fund. And 

it indicates the ability of a company’s shareholder 

equity to pay its debt obligations in a tough time. 

Lower the ratio, better it is. Generally Debt to 

Equity Ratio below 1 is considered good. AGI has 

Debt to Equity Ratio  of  1.04 which needs to be 

improved. 



CONCLUSION 

 Despite the low per capita consumption, with the 

downstream demand from local beverage, alcohol, 

food, pharmaceuticals, and cosmetics industries, the 

market is experiencing robust growth.  

 Beer is packaged in dark-colored glass bottles to 

preserve contents, which are prone to spoilage when 

exposed to UV light. The increased alcohol 

consumption in India has contributed to the significant 

increase in the growth rate of the container glass 

market in India. The container glass has the most 

abundant adoption in the Liquor industry, and thus, the 

growth rate of the Liquor industry directly impacts the 

glass container market in India. 

 A rise in out-of-home consumption and reduction of 

taxes by some state governments also contributed to 

the growth along with the passing of increased 

commodity prices to the customers. The glass 

container business continues to see strong traction 

owing to improved realizations, better product mix, 

increased sales volume, and improved efficiency. 

 

 

 

BUY 
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RATINGS AND DISCLOSURES 

  Definitions of ratings 

• BUY. We expect this stock to deliver more than 15% 

returns over the next 12 months. 

• ADD. We expect this stock to deliver 5-15% returns over 

the next 12 months. 

• REDUCE. We expect this stock to deliver -5-+5% returns 

over the next 12 months. 

• SELL. We expect this stock to deliver <-5% returns over 

the next 12 months.  

 Our Ratings System does not take into account short-term 

volatility in stock prices related to movements in the 

market. Hence, a particular Rating may not strictly be in 

accordance with the Rating System at all times. 
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